Now Available on DVD & Blu-Ray

The Ten Commandments Enjoying a life of ease in the court of Egypt's
pharaoh, Moses (Charlton Heston) discovers his Hebrew heritage and, later,
God's expectations of him. He dedicates himself to liberating his people from
captivity and -- with the aid of plagues and divine intervention -- manages to
lead them out of Egypt and across the Red Sea. A greater challenge comes in
the form of the golden calf idol, however, and it takes an unforgettable
visitation by God on Mount Sinai for Moses' mission to prevail. This
spectacular release features three Blu-ray Discs™ and includes not only the
fully restored 1956 version of the film, but also DeMille’s original 1923 silent
version, as well as a 16-page booklet featuring rare photos and historical facts
about both productions. The set also includes an in-depth, 73-minute
documentary entitled “The Ten Commandments: Making Miracles,”
commentary on the 1956 film by Katherine Orrison, author of “Written in
Stone: Making Cecil B. DeMille’s Epic, The Ten Commandments,” newsreel
footage of the film’s New York premiere, theatrical trailers, hand-tinted footage
of the Exodus and Parting of the Red Sea sequence from the 1923 version, a
two-color Technicolor segment, and photo galleries. Paramount
Richard Jewell "There is a bomb in Centennial Park. You have thirty minutes."
The world is first introduced to Richard Jewell as the security guard who
reports finding the device at the 1996 Atlanta bombinghis report making him
a hero whose swift actions save countless lives. But within days, the law
enf-rcement wannabe becomes the FBIs number one suspect, vilified by press
and public alike, his life ripped apart. Reaching out to independent,
anti-establishment attorney Watson Bryant, Jewell staunchly professes his
innocence. But Bryant finds he is out of his depth as he fights the combined
powers of the FBI, GBI and APD to clear his clients name, while keeping
Richard from trusting the very people trying to destroy him. Warner
Frozen II Having harnessed her ever-growing power after lifting the dreadful
curse of the eternal winter in Frozen (2013), the beautiful conjurer of snow
and ice, Queen Elsa, now rules the peaceful kingdom of Arendelle, enjoying a
happy life with her sister, Princess Anna. However, a melodious voice that only
Elsa can hear keeps her awake, inviting her to the mystical enchanted forest
that the sisters' father told them a long time ago. Now, unable to block the
thrilling call of the secret siren, Elsa--along with Anna, Kristoff, Olaf, and
Sven--summons up the courage to follow the voice into the unknown, intent
on finding answers in the perpetually misty realm in the woods. More and
more, an inexplicable imbalance is hurting not only her kingdom but also the
neighbouring tribe of Northuldra. Can Queen Elsa put her legendary magical
skills to good use to restore peace and stability? Disney
Dark Waters Corporate environmental defense attorney Rob Bilott (Mark
Ruffalo) has just made partner at his prestigious Cincinnati law firm in large
part due to his work defending Big Chem companies. He finds himself
conflicted after he’s contacted by two West Virginia farmers who believe that
the local DuPont plant is dumping toxic waste in the area landfill that is
destroying their fields and killing their cattle. Hoping to learn the truth about
just what is happening, Bilott, with help from his supervising partner in the
firm, Tom Terp, files a complaint that marks the beginning of an epic 15-year
fight one that will not only test his relationship with his wife, Sarah but also his
reputation, his health and his livelihood. Universal
Ne Zha The Primus extracts a Mixed Yuan Bead into a spirit bead and a demon
bead. The spirit bead can be reincarnated in human to help King Zhou
establish a new dynasty, the demon bead will create a devil and harm human.
Ne Zha is the one who should be spirit bead hero but he becomes a devil
incarnate, because the spirit bead and the demon bead is switched. Stars :
Yanting Lu, Joseph, Mo Han, Hao Chen. Well Go
Ultraman Return of Ultraman Series 04 - Ultraman Return The crustal
movement and the abnormal climate had occurred repeatedly on a global
scale and dormant monsters started to awaken from sleep. A young man
named Hideki Go, who was chasing his dream to be a race car driver, lost his
life in saving a boy and a puppy that failed to escape in the midst of Monster
Takkong’s rampage. However, the new Ultraman, who had come from Nebula
M78 to defend Earth, was deeply touched by Go’s brave action and
resurrected him by uniting as one. After that, Go is determined to fight any
enemy that threatens the freedom and happiness of humanity and joined
MAT, the Monster Attack Team. While he struggles with his identity gap
between Ultraman and Hideki Go, he grows through fighting against the
monsters and aliens. Mill Creek
The Climbers The four members of the China Everest Climbing Commando
are attacking the most difficult second step of Mount Everest. This is their fifth
attempt. The first four failures have cost them too much physical strength but
finally, the wind and snow stop and they have an opportunity to climb. Well
Go
The Witch: Subversion 10 years ago, Ja-yoon escaped from a secret
government facility in the midst of an inexplicable incident. An old couple
finds her alone near death in the woods and takes her in even though she has
no memory of who she is or how she got there. She grows up to be a bright
high school student and enters a nationally televised audition program to win
the top prize and help her struggling family. But as soon as she appears on TV,
strange people start appearing in her life and Ja-yoon falls into turmoil as her
seemingly ordinary life turns upside down in a blink of an eye Featuring an
award-winning performance by Kim Da-mi and co-starring Choi Woo-shik.
Well Go
The Sonata Sonata is the psychological exploration of three unmarried
women namely Aruna Chaturvedi (Professor), Dolon Sen (Banker) and
Subhadra Parekh (journalist) played by Aparna Sen, Shabana Azmi and Lillete
Dubey respectively. Set in the recent contemporary past, it is about three
friends, their lives, ups and downs, the men in their lives and a twist in the tale.
It is a subtle, cosmopolitan, contemporary, film on women and the
uncertainties of life, based in an urban scape. Screen Media

